Welcome!

**ADIVE AND FURTHER INFORMATION**
Frankfurt University of Applied Sciences
International Office
Nibelungenplatz 1
60318 Frankfurt am Main

**INTERNATIONAL OFFICE**
STEPS Frankfurt*International
Building 1, Room 103
Open office hours: Tuesdays 10:00 – 12:00 am
Fridays 10:00 – 01:00 pm
Email: stepsinternational@io.fra-uas.de
Telephone: +49 69 1533-3858 (Secretariat)
Website: www.frankfurt-university.de/steps-international

**Sponsored by:**

**STEPS Frankfurt*International**
B2 / C1 / DSH-Preparation and Study Orientation

Frankfurt University of Applied Sciences
International Office
International Admissions
Nibelungenplatz 1 • D-60318 Frankfurt
www.frankfurt-university.de

**TARGET GROUP**
- Prospective international students

**REQUIREMENTS**
- B1 or B2 level of German
- Intention to study – particularly at the Frankfurt University of Applied Sciences

**STEPS Frankfurt* International** is a language and study orientation programme as preparation for the DSH examination and for studying at the Frankfurt University of Applied Sciences.

The programme is aimed at prospective international students and offers them not only guidance for everyday life at university in Germany but also for the intended course of study.

It breaks down potential hurdles for subsequently commencing studies successfully.

STEPS Frankfurt* International is a cooperation project of the Special Language Centre and the International Office in close collaboration with the faculty 2: Computer Science and Engineering.

**TARGET GROUP**
- Prospective international students

**REQUIREMENTS**
- B1 or B2 level of German
- Intention to study – particularly at the Frankfurt University of Applied Sciences
The STEPS programme comprises three pillars for effective study preparation.

**LANGUAGE**
- Continuous and needs-based language preparation for study programmes
- Combination of general/technical/didactic language, (linguistic) learning strategies and study techniques
- Multimedia lessons and use of e-learning
- Writing workshop
- Steep learning curve

**SUBJECT**
- Study advice and introduction to the study programmes at the Frankfurt UAS
- Continuous subject-related orientation for studies
- Participation in foundation-level classes
- Glimpse of everyday life studying at the Frankfurt UAS

**WORKSHOP & TRAINING / STUDY SKILLS**
- Varied range of workshops for learning methods, competencies and soft skills
- Introduction to the academic culture of teaching and learning
- Digital infrastructure on campus / IT training
- Competence and application training
- Life and studying in Frankfurt / Germany
- Advice on social and residential matters
- Regional/cultural information and intercultural skills etc.

**COURSES & COURSE FEES**
- Welcome package (B2 German course + (technical) language supplement, 1 semester): 750,00 Euro
- C1 / DSH preparation course (1 semester): 705,00 Euro (including DSH examination)
- Additional offer (technical language, Workshops, Study skills): 75,00 Euro
- DSH condensed training (2 weeks): 290,00 Euro (including DSH examination)

**PROGRAMME STARTS IN THE 2020 SUMMER SEMESTER**

**COURSE LENGTH**
- Approx. 240 lessons

**REGISTRATION PERIODS FOR B2 / C1 / DSH PREPARATION COURSES**
- For the summer semester: from 1 November (of the preceding year) until 31 March (or until all course places are filled)
- For the winter semester: from 1 May until 30 September (or until all course places are filled)

**REGISTRATION PERIODS FOR DSH CONDENSED TRAINING**
- For the summer semester: until 31 July (or until all course places are filled)
- For the winter semester: until 31 January (or until all course places are filled)

Details information under www.frankfurt-university.de/steps-international/

⇒ Register on the website with a German language certificate